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1.  Introduction.     

The Southern Ocean is the expanse of ocean encircling the Antarctic continent.  Often 

it is defined to be all ocean areas south of 35°S (e.g. Chelton et al. 1990) or 40°S (e.g. 

Mestas-Nuñez et al 1992).  Because of its vast size, encompassing nearly 30% of the global 

ocean, because of its notoriously strong wind and wave conditions, and because it is nearly 

unbroken by land, the Southern Ocean is difficult to monitor from ships.  Sea surface height 

measurements from satellite altimetry have proved crucial in characterizing both the time-

mean features and the variability of the region.   

The major current of the Southern Ocean, the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC, 

Figure 1), carries approximately 150 Sv (where 1 Sv = 106 m3 s-1) water eastward 

(Cunningham et al 2003; Mazloff et al 2010), or clockwise, around the Antarctic continent.  

The ACC constitutes the major link between the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific Oceans and 

carries significant quantities of heat, carbon and other climatically- and ecologically-

important tracers (Rintoul, et al. 2001). The ACC is comprised of multiple narrow jets, 

coinciding with sharp gradients in temperature or salinity, referred to as “fronts”.   

Traditionally these fronts are identified from north to south as the Subantarctic Front (SAF), 

the Polar Front (PF), and the Southern ACC Front (SACCF) (see Fig. 1, Orsi et al 1995; 

Sokolov and Rintoul 2009a).   Although ACC fronts are constrained by topography in some 

locations (e.g. Gordon et al 1978; Dong et al 2006), at most longitudes of the Southern Ocean 

time series of altimetric sea surface height indicate substantial variability (e.g. Chelton et al, 

1990), which is a signature of the meridional displacement of the fronts (e.g. Gille, 1994; 

Gille and Kelly, 1996).  This temporal variability allows the fronts to be detected via satellite 

altimetry.  In addition to the ACC fronts, the Southern Ocean contains numerous other time-

varying eddy features (Fig. 1b), and altimetry has provided a valuable window for studying 

eddies and their energetics as well. 
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The objective of this chapter is to highlight how satellite altimetry has helped to 

illuminate the circulation and dynamics of the Southern Ocean.  In section 2, we show how 

altimetry has been used to identify the position of the ACC fronts.  In section 3, we expand in 

the vertical to describe the use of altimetry to characterize the four-dimensional temperature 

and salinity structure of the Southern Ocean, and in section 4 we use this four-dimensional 

perspective to evaluate transport variability and changes in the strength of the current. In 

section 5 we consider the dynamics governing the Southern Ocean circulation through the 

lens of eddy kinetic energy and its temporal changes, as seen from altimetry. Finally, in 

section 6 we summarize the key contributions from altimetry to Southern Ocean research and 

consider where future research might lead.  

 

2.  Characterizing Spatial Variability of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current from 

Altimetry 

Given the global importance of the ACC, and given its strong surface expression 

marked by more than a 1-m dynamic height difference across the full width of the current, the 

ACC has been a focal point of satellite altimeter studies, which have sought better 

understanding of its mean flow, its transport variability, and the dynamics that govern its 

response to changing forcing.  Through the geostrophic relationship, eastward flowing 

geostrophic velocities (u) are proportional to north-south gradients in sea surface height (u=-

g/f ∂η/dy), where g is gravity, f is the Coriolis parameter, η is dynamic height, and y is 

distance in the north-south, or meridional, direction), and thus strong gradients in sea surface 

height are co-located with strong surface velocities.  Time-varying, meandering currents have 

large sea surface height anomalies, and altimeter data show that high mesoscale variability 

aligns with the mean path of the ACC (Chelton et al. 1990). Since ridges and plateaus on the 

sea floor can steer the currents, both the pathways of mean currents and the regions of 
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maximum variability are strongly controlled by bathymetry (Chelton et al. 1990; Sandwell 

and Zhang 1989; Wunsch and Stammer 1995).  

 Coarse resolution climate models have suggested that ACC fronts, the geostrophic 

jets that define the current, could be displaced poleward as a result of a poleward 

displacement of the winds that drive the ACC (e.g. Fyfe and Saenko, 2006; Cai 2006; Cai and 

Cowan 2007).  The nearly 25-year long record of sea surface height from altimetry offers one 

of the most extensive long-term time series for inferring possible frontal shifts, and a series of 

studies have examined strategies for inferring frontal displacement statistics from the 

altimeter record.  

The frontal positions of the ACC can be challenging to identify from altimetry, which 

measures sea surface height variability but does not directly measure the time-mean dynamic 

topography, the component of sea surface height that depends on the time-invariant 

geostrophic dynamics of the ocean currents.  Spatial variations in the Earth’s geoid determine 

roughly 99% of the time-averaged spatial structure of the absolute sea surface measured by 

altimetry (e.g. Smith and Sandwell 1997).  Since the geoid dominates the time-averaged 

absolute sea surface height, the dynamic topography associated with time-mean ocean 

currents is difficult to determine and requires ancillary data for gravity or ocean circulation 

(e.g. Tapley et al 2005; Pavlis et al 2008; Maximenko and Niiler 2005; Rio et al 2009). 

Transport constraints have not been incorporated into geoid or mean dynamic topography 

products, and as a result, the best estimates of the mean dynamic topography have not been 

consistent with the notion that the ACC is a continuous system, transporting roughly the same 

volume of water at all longitudes around Antarctica (e.g. Griesel et al 2012).   

One strategy for inferring ACC frontal variability from altimetry has worked from the 

assumption that the biases in the mean dynamic topography products are small and that a 

useful time-varying dynamical topography can be inferred from the sum of the altimeter 
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measurements of time-varying SSH plus the mean dynamic topography.  Sokolov and 

Rintoul (2007, 2009a) used gradients in dynamic topography to identify likely frontal 

positions, showing the ACC to be more complicated than previous studies had inferred, with 

multiple quasi-stable positions for each of the major fronts of the ACC.  For example, their 

results (indicated in Figure 1) show that the and PF both have a northern, middle, and 

southern position, and the SACCF has a northern and southern position. Each of these frontal 

positions is characterized by a specific gradient in dynamic topography and a specific 

dynamic height contour.   These results provided a strategy for them to infer a long-term 

southward shift of the dynamic height contours identified with each of the ACC fronts from 

TOPEX/Poseidon and Jason altimetry (Sokolov and Rintoul, 2009b).   Sallée et al (2008) 

similarly used a set of fixed dynamic height contours to examine ACC frontal variability on a 

regional level, finding local correlations with both the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) and 

with an El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) index.  Kim and Orsi (2014) also explored 

such an approach using 19 years of altimetry, finding substantial longitudinal variations in 

long-term trends.  One caveat to identifying changes in ACC frontal positions from sea 

surface height stems from the fact that sea water expands as it warms, meaning that sea 

surface height contours can shift southward as a result of oceanic warming on seasonal to 

decadal time scales, without a corresponding shift in the position of the sea surface height 

gradient.  Using an eddy-resolving climate model, Graham et al (2012) noted that when used 

by themselves, SSH contours do not provide reliable measures of frontal variability, and 

recommended supplementing SSH contours with additional information, such as SSH 

gradients, to monitor frontal variability.   

Several studies have explored alternative methods for identifying temporal variations 

in ACC frontal positions without relying on fixed height contours.  Gille (1994) used a 

meandering Gaussian jet model applied to sea surface height anomalies in Geosat altimetry to 
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trace the mean position of the ACC fronts around the Southern Ocean, highlighting strong 

steering of the fronts by topography.  For front identification in numerical model output, 

Chapman (2014) proposed a Wavelet Higher Order Statistics Enhancement approach to 

distinguish jets from eddies, a powerful method that does not appear to have been tested with 

altimeter data yet.  Gille (2014) noted that if the ACC consists of many distinct fronts, then 

frontal position may be less important than the mean latitude of all eastward transport within 

the ACC.  Her altimeter-based index for transport latitude showed no long-term trends and no 

significant correlation with SAM or ENSO indices. Shao et al (2015) used the transition from 

positive to negative skewness in altimeter data (Thompson and Demirov, 2006) to identify 

frontal positions in the ACC, also finding no long-term trend in frontal latitudes and no 

systematic dependence on SAM or ENSO.  

A further question about ACC variability focuses on how jets shift between adjacent 

topographic constraints.  At three specific points where the ACC is topographically 

constrained, Chapman and Morrow (2014) showed evidence for “jet jumping”, computed as a 

lateral shift in the position of surface transport (computed as g/f Δη, where Δη is the sea 

surface height jump between specified end points.)  

 

3.  Mapping the time-varying three-dimensional structure of the Southern Ocean 

 One fundamental challenge in the Southern Ocean has been to map not just the time-

evolving horizontal structure of the Southern Ocean but also the vertical structure of water 

mass properties, which is critical, for example, for detecting and attributing climatic changes 

in the interior of the Southern Ocean.  Satellite altimetry can observe large-scale, time-

varying spatial structures, but nothing below the ocean surface, so satellites are not always 

the obvious tool for reconstructing three-dimensional oceanic fields.  However, because of 

the low stratification of the Southern Ocean, surface and subsurface fields are strongly 
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correlated (Sokolov and Rintoul 2003), and the ACC has sometimes been described as 

“equivalent barotropic” (e.g. Gordon et al 1978; Killworth, 1992), meaning that surface 

velocities are aligned with deep velocities, with an exponential decay with depth from strong 

surface velocities to weaker subsurface velocities (e.g. Gille 2003), and variability is 

conceived to be correlated throughout the water column, suggesting that ACC frontal 

positions derived from altimetry could also be used to infer top-to-bottom structure.  Detailed 

investigation of the equivalent barotropic framework for the ACC has revealed that the 

system is not separable, meaning that vertical length-scales vary with latitude (Firing et al 

2011), and instantaneous in situ observations show velocities that rotate with depth (Phillips 

and Bindoff, 2014). Nonetheless, if a degree of time averaging is applied, the strong 

correlation between surface and subsurface variability provides a useful framework for 

inferring the structure of temperature, salinity, and density fields in the sparsely-sampled 

Southern Ocean. 

 Meijers et al (2011a) adopted the Gravest Empirical Mode (GEM) approach (e.g. 

Meinen and Watts, 2000; Sun and Watts, 2001; Meinen, 2001) to use satellite altimetry to 

investigate the changing internal structure of the Southern Ocean (see also Swart et al, 2011).  

This approach, referred to as satGEM, provides a statistical methodology to reconstruct a 

time-evolving three-dimensional temperature/salinity field. GEM approaches can work well 

in regions dominated by strong horizontal gradients in bulk water column structure, and 

GEM was adopted previously for interpretation of inverted echo sounder data from the ACC 

chokepoints during the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE; Watts et al., 2001; 

Meredith et al. 1997). Instead of using acoustic travel time as the input variable, Meijers et al. 

(2011a) used altimeter-derived sea surface height, the spatial and temporal coverage of which 

enabled complete circumpolar fields of internal structure to be estimated. Fields of vertically 

varying (baroclinic) velocity were derived, with sufficient resolution that mesoscale features 
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could be identified.  As an example, Figure 2 shows reconstructed current speed on four 

neutral density surfaces for one day. Further, Meijers et al. (2011b) used this satGEM product 

to show that adiabatic changes (i.e. changes that require no extra heat or freshwater to be 

input, such as would be associated with movements of the ACC fronts) are insufficient to 

explain the long-term trends in Southern Ocean temperature and salinity. Accordingly, 

diabatic changes (i.e. changes in the heat and freshwater content of the Southern Ocean water 

masses) must also have occurred over recent decades (see also below). 

 Dynamical constraints are not part of the satGEM approach, but dynamics can be 

incorporated into data analysis using an assimilating model.  Data assimilation optimally 

combines observations (e.g. satellite altimetry and observed profile information) in order to 

constrain a primitive equation numerical model, taking dynamical processes into 

consideration to obtain best estimates of ocean temperature/salinity properties and circulation 

(e.g Wunsch and Heimbach 2007; see also Ch. 17 of this book).  The Southern Ocean State 

Estimate (SOSE, Mazloff et al 2010) is a 1/6° resolution regional version of the ECCO 

(Estimating Circulation and Climate of the Ocean) model that employs 4-dimensional 

variational assimilation--a method that constrains the model to observations in time and space 

in a way that is consistent with the model physics, without introducing artificial forcing in the 

interior of the domain.  SOSE focuses on the sector of the global ocean south of 20°S, and 

thus SOSE development efforts emphasize issues critical to the Southern Ocean, including 

improving the sea ice model and maintaining sufficient resolution to represent as much as 

possible of the small eddies that typify the Southern Ocean.   Figure 3 shows time mean (left 

panel) and instantaneous (right panel) SOSE sea surface heights.  SOSE output fields have 

been exploited for a broad range of purposes, including studies of mean dynamic topography 

(Griesel et al, 2012), eddy processes (e.g. Sallée and Rintoul 2011; Klocker et al 2012), and 

air-sea-ice exchange (e.g. Cerovecki et al 2011; Mazloff 2012; Abernathey et al. 2016). 
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4.  ACC	transport	from	altimetry.			
	
In situ studies of ACC transport have often focused on the choke points of the current, with 

the assumption that ACC transport should be roughly consistent at all longitudes around 

Antarctica (e.g. Georgi and Toole, 1982). Drake Passage, the region between South America 

and the Antarctic Peninsula, is the narrowest choke point through which the full ACC must 

flow. It captures the full width of the ACC without complications relating to the presence of 

adjacent recirculating subpolar and subtropical gyres, making it one of the cleanest locations 

for transport studies. It is also a location where comparatively comprehensive deployments of 

in situ instrumentation have occurred, thus offering the possibility of integrating the 

remotely-sensed data with in situ data in order to test and verify the results obtained, and to 

maximise the utility of both approaches. 

Amongst these investigations was an early test of the ability of altimeters to detect 

changes in the flow through Drake Passage conducted by Woodworth et al. (1996), who 

extracted TOPEX/Poseidon sea surface heights (SSHs) from the locations of bottom pressure 

recorders that had been deployed on either side of the Passage for the purpose of monitoring 

fluctuations in the ACC flow. Previous studies that used purely in situ data had indicated that 

bottom pressure data were a reliable indicator of ACC transport changes through Drake 

Passage, at least on subseasonal timescales (Whitworth and Peterson 1985). Whilst the 

agreement between SSH and bottom pressure at each side of Drake Passage was reasonable, 

the presence of locally-strong mesoscale variability and baroclinic signals led to the 

determination of transport changes being problematic. It was concluded that satellite 

altimetry alone was not capable of determining the Drake Passage transport changes with the 

required accuracy, and that in situ instrumentation would be needed for the indefinite future 

as part of the ongoing monitoring effort. 
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Challenor, et al. (1996) provided a separate example of the contemporaneous use of 

satellite altimetry and in situ data, using ERS-1 altimetry along a groundtrack that was 

collocated with the Drake Passage repeat section occupied as part of WOCE. In situ data 

from a towed undulator enabled surface geostrophic currents to be determined and used as 

absolute references for the altimetry-derived surface velocities. This enabled a time series of 

absolute surface current velocity to be derived with the temporal resolution of the satellite 

repeat (35 days). Distinct jets with peak velocities of 0.75-1 ms-1 were resolved, separated by 

more quiescent zones of water, consistent with previous conceptions based on sparse ship 

sections (e.g. Nowlin and Clifford 1982). 

The Challenor et al. (1996) study was updated subsequently by Cunningham and 

Pavic (2007). Several full-depth hydrographic sections along the same transect were used in 

combination with the much longer series of altimetry available (1992-2004) to produce 

longer series of surface geostrophic currents. These surface currents were converted to 

transport anomalies by imposing an assumption that the velocity anomalies were independent 

of depth.  Resulting 7-day transport anomalies had a standard deviation of 17 Sv, and 

interannual transport fluctuations had fluctuations of  ~8 Sv (Cunningham and Pavic, 2007).   

Comparisons of the surface currents and transports with the SAM index indicated only weak 

relationships, and this was interpreted as indicating a dynamical decoupling of Southern 

Ocean winds and ACC transport.  However Meredith and Hughes (2005) demonstrated that 

SSH data along a single altimeter groundtrack provide insufficient information to construct 

reliable estimates of transport variability.  This critical shortcoming stems from aliasing of 

higher-frequency fluctuations, due to the altimeter resampling time interval. To advance our 

understanding of the implications of this constraint, Meredith and Hughes (2005) studied in 

detail the altimetric sampling requirements for reliably detecting seasonal and interannual 

changes in ACC transport, using sea level data from tide gauges and models, which had been 
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shown separately to reliably depict the changes in transport to an acceptable level of accuracy 

(Meredith et al 2004).  They determined the largest sampling interval that would still enable 

reliable calculations of annual mean ACC transport through Drake Passage, and found that 

sampling at a rate faster than once per week was required, even if the transport could be 

determined perfectly on each realisation (i.e. that there was zero measurement error). In 

reality, given any reasonable expectation of measurement error, the sampling rate required 

would be much faster. This indicates that ACC transport variability estimates derived from a 

single altimeter groundtrack alone are indeed aliased, and that in situ instrumentation and/or 

the inclusion of satellite altimetry from multiple groundtracks is required.  

Recently, interest has been rekindled in using altimetry from Drake Passage to 

determine ACC transport changes, due in no small part to the deployment of new arrays of in 

situ instrumentation that enable further comparison and inclusion of subsurface information 

in the calculations. Notably, Ferrari et al. (2012) and Koenig et al. (2014) used velocity 

profile time series from moored Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCPs) to provide 

accurate vertical structure estimates in the upper 350m of the water column, supplementing 

the altimetric-derived surface velocities to obtain time-varying transport estimates of the full 

water column transport and its components, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Koenig et al. (2014) 

obtained a mean top-to-bottom Drake Passage transport of 141 Sv, with standard error of 2.7 

Sv, standard deviation of 13 Sv, and a range of 110 Sv. Yearly means varied from 133.6 Sv 

in 2011 to 150 Sv in 1993 and standard deviations from 8.8 Sv in 2009 to 17.9 Sv in 1995 

(see Fig. 4). These values compare well with the canonical values obtained during the early 

International Southern Ocean Studies (ISOS) program at Drake Passage (mean 133.8 Sv, 

standard deviation 11.2 Sv; (Whitworth 1983)) and with Drake Passage transport estimates 

from SOSE of 147 ± 5 Sv (e.g. Griesel et al 2012).  They also compare well with more recent 

independent baroclinic estimates obtained from large arrays of current- and pressure-
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recording inverted echo sounders (127.7 ± 1.0 Sv; standard deviation 8.1 Sv) (Chidichimo, et 

al. 2014). 

Numerous studies have applied satellite altimetry techniques outside Drake Passage, 

in order to better constrain the transport and variability of the ACC in other parts of the 

Southern Ocean also. For example, Swart, et al. (2008) used gridded altimeter data in 

combination with expendable bathythermograph (XBT) and hydrographic section data to 

constrain the baroclinic variability of the ACC transport south of South Africa. The altimetry-

derived mean baroclinic transport of the ACC, relative to 2500 dbar, was 84.7 ± 3.0 Sv, with 

the bulk of the transport (88%) residing in the northernmost two fronts (the SAF and PF). 

This work extended and developed the methods used by Rintoul et al. (2002), who used a 

similar dataset south of Australia to investigate the mean ACC flow and its variability there, 

and who determined a standard deviation of net transport above and relative to 2500 m of 4.3 

Sv. The variability in net transport was found to be largest (2.7 Sv) in the quasi-annual band 

(4 months to 1.5 years), slightly smaller (2.3 Sv) in the mesoscale band (<4 months), and 

smallest in the interannual band (>1.5 years, 1.5 Sv).  

In Fawn Trough, which carries less than a third of the net ACC transport on a 

pathway south of Kerguelen, Vivier et al (2014) found that altimetry and current meter 

measurements were not uniformly correlated but that by regressing altimeter measurements 

against mooring measurements from the northern side of Fawn Trough, they developed an ad 

hoc method to infer transport from altimetry.  Their results implied a gradual increase in the 

transport through Fawn Trough, with significant interannual variability.  Although the 

observed transport variations suggested possible localized SAM or ENSO responses, neither 

was significant at a 95% level, implying a need for further study on wind forcing impacts on 

Fawn Trough transport. 
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At Macquarie Ridge, Rintoul et al (2014) used altimeter data to evaluate whether the 

major transport of the SAF was passing through the two gaps in the ridge in which they had 

deployed a mooring array.  There results showed that the middle core of the SAF passed 

through in instrumented gap 96% of the time, and the northern core of the SAF passed 

through an instrumented gap 76% of the time.  Thus they could adjust their mooring-based 

transport estimates to account for possible underestimation when either of the frontal 

expressions meandered out of the instrumented array. 

Although ACC transport is generally assumed to be consistent at all longitudes 

around Antarctica (Georgi and Toole, 1982), detailed studies often show that ACC transport 

and variability differ at different locations.  For studies using altimeter data, transport 

inconsistencies may stem partially from difficulties in determining the time-mean dynamic 

ocean topography or geoid. As noted above, Griesel et al (2012) found that although 

numerical models do conserve transport along the length of the ACC, none of the four geoid 

products that they tested conserved ACC transport.  Kosempa and Chambers (2014) fine-

tuned the approach, using Argo profiles along with altimetry, and reached similar 

conclusions.  These results suggest limitations in current absolute ACC transport estimates 

but imply that further work on the geoid and mean dynamic topography might lead to 

improvements.  

A possible explanation for the spatially-varying ACC transport variability is that the 

unusual bathymetry of the Southern Ocean permits different modes of transport variability to 

exist. Most quantifications of transport that span the major fronts of the ACC show little 

variability, subject to adequate sampling.  The reasons for this low variability are becoming 

increasingly well understood (see below). However, Hughes et al. (1999) demonstrated the 

presence of a “southern mode” around Antarctica, closely linked contours of planetary 

vorticity divided by depth that nearly connect around the continent. They argued that this 
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mode is a dominant mode of circumpolar transport variability, explaining around half the 

total variance in transport in Drake Passage, and using data from coastal tide gauges, Hughes 

et al (2003) subsequently demonstrated that this mode has strong circumpolar coherence in 

transport changes. The spatial pattern of this mode, although strongly tied to bathymetric 

contours close to Antarctica around a significant part of its path, extends outward into the 

Southern Ocean in some locations.  Figure 5, from Hughes et al (2003), illustrates this mode 

by showing the significant correlation between negative altimetric sea surface height along 

the Antarctic margins and positive Drake Passage transport from Ocean Circulation and 

Climate Advanced Modelling project (OCCAM).  A number of other studies have also 

demonstrated that satellite altimeter-derived SSH from across this region can provide a 

valuable index of the changes in transport associated with this mode on subannual timescales 

(Hughes and Meredith 2006; Hughes, et al. 2003; Vivier, et al. 2005). In section 2 we noted 

that fluctuations in the SAM are not correlated with the latitude of ACC fronts and the SAM, 

but here we see that transport differs markedly from latitude: Figure 6 indicates a strong 

correlation on seasonal-to-interannual timescales between the transport of this mode and 

changing forcing from the zonal winds that overlie the Southern Ocean (as quantified by the 

SAM).  

On longer timescales (up to several years), modelling studies have indicated that this 

southern mode remains a significant part of the transport variability around Antarctica, 

despite the increasing relevance of baroclinic changes (e.g. Olbers and Lettmann 2007). This 

enabled Hughes et al. (2014) and Hogg et al. (2015) to use satellite altimetry to derive an 

estimate of transport variability including the lower-frequency (interannual to decadal) 

changes, and, whilst the conversion of SSH to transport is somewhat arbitrary due to 

frequency-dependence, an internally consistent transport time series was nonetheless 

obtained. This series, shown in Figure 7, compared well with estimates of changing wind 
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forcing (as represented by the SAM) at relatively high (interannual) frequencies, but there 

was no evidence for a long-term (decadal) increase in transport (Hogg et al. 2015; see also 

Böning et al, 2008). 

 

5.  Eddy variability 

  The Southern Ocean is rich in eddies with sea surface height variance maxima aligned 

along the path of the ACC (e.g. Zlotnicki et al 1989; Chelton et al 1990; Gille 1994)  The 

right panel of Figure 1 shows an intensification of eddy kinetic energy [EKE, computed from 

geostrophic velocity anomalies as the time average of (u’2+v’2)/2]) along the ACC.   Southern 

Ocean eddies are hypothesized to govern the meridional transport of momentum and heat 

across the ACC (e.g. deSzoeke and Levine 1981) and to be linked to the zonal transport (e.g. 

Johnson and Bryden, 1989).  Altimetry has proved a valuable resource for diagnosing the 

impact of eddies on horizontal stirring and mixing (e.g. Marshall et al 2006; Abernathey and 

Marshall 2013). 

Eddies are particularly important in efforts to understand ACC transport variability 

both from in situ and satellite altimeter-based studies.  At comparatively long timescales 

(interannual and longer), winds are expected to drive transport changes, but transport 

variability is proportionally small (less than a 5% transport change) compared with the 

observed ~20% strengthening of Southern Ocean wind stress from 1980-2010 (e.g. Swart and 

Fyfe, 2012; Gent 2015). Further, whilst the SAM has shown a marked upward trend in recent 

decades, due at least partially to anthropogenic influences, as Figure 7 indicates, there is no 

evidence of a detectable acceleration in ACC transport in response (e.g. Meredith et al 2011). 

One putative reason for this is given by theoretical arguments that the baroclinic 

response time of the ACC transport to a change in forcing is long (centuries; Allison et al 

2011); however internal ACC dynamics are also believed to play a significant role in 
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modulating transport changes. As noted above, the Southern Ocean contains some regions of 

markedly high EKE (see right panel of Figure 1), associated in particular with meanderings 

of the ACC current cores and the generation of mesoscale eddies. Dynamical and modelling 

studies have suggested that a regime can exist within which extra energy imparted to the 

ACC from winds is cascaded to this eddy field, with little or no acceleration in ACC transport 

as a result (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan 2001; Straub 1993). 

 Meredith and Hogg (2006) used satellite altimeter-derived quantifications of EKE in 

the Southern Ocean to look for the existence of this “eddy saturated” regime. They found 

that, in response to the strong positive SAM event in the late 1990s, there was an 

enhancement of EKE across the Southern Ocean around 2-3 years later (Figure 8). This 

enhancement was marked by regions of high mean EKE having anomalously high values 

during the period of interest, rather than a general rise in background levels (Figure 9; middle 

panel). The Pacific and Indian Ocean sectors were noted to be most sensitive and to show the 

greatest proportional changes in EKE; this was expanded on subsequently by Morrow, et al. 

(2010), who noted that the ENSO phenomenon also modulates the wind forcing in these 

regions. The lag of 2-3 years was attributed to the timescale of eddy interactions with the 

bottom topography to drain the extra energy imparted to the system.   

 Thompson and Naveira Garabato (2014) recently examined the EKE changes in the 

Southern Ocean, focussing on local regions of high EKE linked to standing meanders in the 

ACC flow. They argued that the flexing of these meanders was an effective mechanism for 

reducing the sensitivity of the baroclinicity of the ACC to changes in forcing, and hence 

effecting an eddy saturated regime. 

Given the observational evidence for an (almost) eddy-saturated ACC, an obvious 

question is thus whether the decadal-scale increases in wind forcing over the Southern Ocean, 

as depicted in an upward trend in the SAM, have led to an enhancement of the EKE field. 
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This was investigated by Hogg et al. (2015), who quantified basin-scale EKE using the same 

regional boxes as Meredith and Hogg (2006). They found strong, statistically significant 

rising trends in the Indian and Pacific Ocean sectors, and a smaller (non-significant) rising 

trend in the Atlantic (Figure 10). They noted that this has profound implications for controls 

on the overturning circulation in the Southern Ocean, and hence on the drawdown of carbon 

and heat from the atmosphere, in addition to suppressing the transport change of the ACC. 

 

6.  Summary and conclusions 

Satellite altimetry has proved valuable for characterizing the large-scale time-varying 

structure of the system, particularly because the Southern Ocean is difficult to measure from 

ships.  Altimetry both provides metrics of frontal migration and transport changes over time 

and space and also provides statistical means to infer the time-varying three dimensional 

structure of the system (through satGEM or assimilation).  While	the	long-term	shifts	in	the	

SAM	have	led	to	a	hypothesis	that	we	might	expect	equivalent	long-term	shifts	in	ACC	

position	or	transport,	recent	altimeter	analyses	have	led	to	a	nuanced	view	of	this	

hypothesis:		although	evidence	of	large-scale	frontal	displacements	is	inconclusive	and	

there	is	no	strong	evidence	for	a	decadal	change	in	ACC	transport,	altimetry	shows	

evidence	for	significant	transport	variability	on	interannual	timescales	and	for	multi-

year	shifts	in	the	level	of	eddy	kinetic	energy	within	the	Southern	Ocean.	

Southern Ocean eddies have spatial scales of just a few kilometers across much of the 

Southern Ocean (e.g. Chelton et al 1998), and hence are not well resolved in Ku-band 

satellite altimeter products from recent-generation missions such as TOPEX/Poseidon, Jason-

1-2-3 or Envisat.  New types of altimeters, such as AltiKa, which uses a Ka-band radar and 

Sentinel-3, Jason-CS or Cryosat-2, which use a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) mode 

altimeter, offer the promise of much higher resolution measurements and the possibility of 
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probing mesoscale or sub-mesoscale motions along the satellite nadir track (e.g. Dibarboure 

et al 2014).  The Surface Water Ocean Topography (SWOT) altimeter, due to launch in 2021, 

will expand further on this capability by measuring sea surface height along a 100-km wide 

swath on either side of the satellite nadir beam, offering the possibility to examine mesoscale 

or submesoscale motions in two dimensions (Fu et al, 2009, 2012).  Existing altimeter 

measurements have exposed the details of balanced, geostrophic eddy-scale features in the 

ocean, but preliminary evidence from ADCP data in Drake Passage and from a 1/48° model 

with tidal forcing suggest that, at least in the Southern Ocean, at scales smaller than 50-70 km 

the dominant motions measured by altimetry may no longer be in geostrophic balance, but 

instead may carry the signature of rapidly moving internal waves (Rocha et al 2016).  This 

new era in high-resolution satellite altimetry offers the potential for oceanographers to 

explore an entirely new range of physical processes in the ocean. 
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Figure	1.	Schematic	location	of	ACC	fronts	superimposed	on	bathymetry	(left)	and	on	
altimeter-derived	eddy	kinetic	energy	(right).		Frontal	positions	here	are	from	Sokolov	
and	Rintoul	(2009a),	who	used	gradients	in	dynamic	topography	to	identify	quasi-
permanent	frontal	positions.		The	northern	3	lines	(in	red)	represent	the	northern,	
central,	and	southern	positions	of	the	Subantarctic	Front	(SAF).	The	next	3	lines	(in	
magenta)	represent	the	northern,	central,	and	southern	positions	of	the	Polar	Front	
(PF).		The	southern	2	lines	(in	black)	are	the	northern	and	southern	positions	of	the	
Southern	ACC	Front	(SACCF).		In	the	left	panel,	letters	on	white	backgrounds	indicate	
the	locations	of	tide	gauges	presented	in	Figure	6:		(Casey,	Ca;	Davis,	Da;	Mawson,	Ma;	
Syowa,	Sy;	Vernadsky/Faraday,	VF;	South	Drake	Passage,	SD2).	
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Figure	2.	Speed	of	ocean	currents	on	31	May	1995	on	four	neutral	density	surfaces,	
estimated	from	SatGEM.	The	fours	panels	show	speed	at	neutral	densities	of	(a)	26.85	
kg	m-3	roughly	corresponding	to	SubAntarctic	Mode	Water,	b)=	27.4	kg	m-3	roughly	
corresponding	to	Antarctic	Intermediate	Water,	c)=	28.	kg	m-3	roughly	corresponding	to	
Circumpolar	Deep	Water,	d)=28.2	kg	m-3	roughly	corresponding	to	Antarctic	Bottom	
Water.		Units	are	cm	s−1.		White	regions	indicate	locations	that	are	ice	covered	or	where	
the	density	class	is	not	found..(Figure	courtesy	of	Andrew	Meijers,	adapted	from	a	depth	
based	map	by	Meijers	et	al,	2011a.)	
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Figure	3.		Sea	surface	height	(in	m)	from	the	Southern	Ocean	State	Estimate.		The	left	
panel	shows	the	time	mean	SSH	for	a	6-year	period	from	2005	to	2010.		The	right	panel	
shown	instantaneous	sea	surface	height	for	26	September	2007.		White	lines	indicate	
maximum	sea	ice	extent.	(Figure	courtesy	of	Matt	Mazloff.)	
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Figure	4.		Drake	Passage	transport	from	Koenig	et	al	(2014)	showing	total	top-to-
bottom	transport	(in	black),	baroclinic	transport	(in	red,	transport	relative	to	the	
bottom),	and	barotropic	transport	(in	magenta,	the	component	of	transport	associated	
with	non-zero	flow	at	the	bottom).	Time	series	smoothed	with	a	1-month	running	mean	
are	in	green,	blue,	and	light	blue,	respectively.	Total	mean:	141	Sv,	std:	13	Sv	Barotropic	
mean:	5	Sv,	std:	16	Sv.	Baroclinic	mean:	136	Sv;	std:	11	Sv.	The	red	right	axis	refers	to	
the	baroclinic	transport	only.	
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Figure	5.	Correlation	of	altimeter-derived	sea	level	with	modelled	Drake	Passage	
transport	from	Ocean	Circulation	and	Climate	Advanced	Modelling	project	(OCCAM),	
forced	with	realistic	forcing.	White	areas	are	those	influenced	by	sea	ice;	correlations	
are	plotted	inverted.	The	strong	positive	correlation	close	to	Antarctica	and	extending	
across	the	Weddell	Sea,	indicates	that	strong	Drake	Passage	transport	coincides	with	
depressed	sea	level	around	most	of	Antarctica,	implying	that	sea	level	fluctuations	at	the	
southern	boundary	of	the	ACC	(sometimes	termed	the	“southern	mode”)	can	be	a	useful	
signature	of	transport	changes.		The	3000-m	contour	is	marked.	From	Hughes	et	al.	
2003.	
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Figure	6.	Deseasonalised	time	series	of	transport	(top),	sea	level	from	tide	gauges	
around	Antarctica	(Casey,	Ca;	Davis,	Da;	Mawson,	Ma;	Syowa,	Sy;	Vernadsky/Faraday,	
VF;	South	Drake	Passage,	SD2),	sea	level	from	altimetry	(Alt)	and	the	Southern	Annular	
Mode	(SAM).	The	altimetric	sea	level	is	obtained	from	the	spatial	region	indicated	in	
Figure	5.	The	tide	gauge	locations	are	marked	on	Figure	1.	Note	the	strong	similarity	of	
the	tide	gauge	sea	level	data,	the	altimeter-derived	sea	level,	the	modelled	ACC	
transport	and	the	SAM,	collectively	illustrating	the	rapid	response	of	the	ACC	to	
changing	wind	forcing	on	subseasonal	timescales,	and	the	robust	representation	of	
those	transport	changes	in	circumpolar	SSH.	From	Hughes	et	al.	(2003).	
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Figure	7.	ACC	transport	anomaly	(magenta)	estimated	from	circum-Antarctic	sea	level	
obtained	from	altimetry.	Also	shown	is	the	1-year	running	mean	SAM	index	(black).	
Note	the	coherence	of	ACC	transport	with	SAM	changes	on	interannual	timescales.	From	
Hogg	et	al.	(2015).	
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Figure	8.	Annual	means	of	eddy	kinetic	energy	(EKE)	from	the	Pacific	(dark	blue),	
Indian	(green)	and	Atlantic	(red)	sectors	of	the	Southern	Ocean.	Also	shown	are	annual	
means	of	the	SAM	index	(light	blue).	Note	the	strong	peak	in	SAM	in	the	late	1990s,	
followed	2-3	years	later	by	peaks	in	EKE.	EKE	is	averaged	over	the	boxes	shown	in	
Figure	9	(top	panel).	From	Meredith	and	Hogg	(2006).	
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Figure	9.	Spatial	patterns	of	EKE	anomalies	during	(top)	1993-1999,	(middle)	2000-
2002	(bottom)	2003-2004.	The	middle	panel	corresponds	to	the	period	of	elevated	EKE	
seen	in	Figure	8.	From	Meredith	and	Hogg	(2006).	
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Figure	10.	Time	series	of	EKE	averaged	over	the	boxes	shown	in	Figure	9.	Upward	
trends	exist	in	each	of	the	EKE	series,	and	are	statistically	significant	in	the	Indian	and	
Pacific	Ocean	sectors.	Also	shown	(black)	is	the	Southern	Annular	Mode	for	the	period	
of	interest.	From	Hogg	et	al.	(2015).	




